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We can say now that EK is very influential attraction that everyone wants to experiences that such once in life
time journey of every life. One of the two workers later died at the hospital. It is a useful approach when the
same or similar products are produced over a lengthy period of time Facilities often organized by assembly
lines, Characterized by modules parts and assemblies made previously , Modules combined for many output
options More structured than process focused, less structured than product focused, Enables quasi-
customization, Using modules it enjoys economic advantage of continuous process, and custom advantage of
low-volume, high variety model EK clearly shows repetitive focus because its day to day operations repeat a
specific process iii. Why or why not? The quality is good as long as the design of the facilities which is truly
undergo in a deep idea and difficult process. It first opened on July 28, by the Landmark Entertainment Group.
You will have to wait for  Picture Editing 11,12 4 hours  Product Design 2 pages maximum a. The
management of the amusement park clarified that the accident was "not ride-related. Read the draft carefull y 
We are now knew how productive EK is. Enchanted Kingdom, Inc. Realizing the group can help them enter
the amusement park industry, they joined the association in following their first trade show attendance in
Dallas , Texas. Discussing the topic that we 3 10 hours choose 5. Discuss how the activities in making this
report assigned to each member of the group. We consider this matter as the basis of choosing the tablet lay
out used by Enchanted Kingdom b. Highly disappointing!!! In terms of management, we see how productive
they are. Choosing the final topic  They understand current and future customer needs, should meet customer
requirements and should try to exceed the expectations of customers. There are other attractions found around
the place, mostly including mimes, clowns and jugglers. Brooklyn Place is based on s New York and the silent
film era. Analyzation 4 8 hours 6. Layout 11 X. They open the EK even holiday as a part of strategy in
scheduling. Can you identify bottlenecks in their operations? Searchin g about E. Process focus - Facilities
organized by process, Low volume, and high variety products, products follow many different paths. Collect
the topic that distribu ted  Planning 7. Because of the different rides that they make, people are enjoying and
continuously going to EK. Maybe their income will least. Giving the task to each 5 6 hours number 8. The
park does not have rules regarding the capacity of people it can take per day! SRR: X!!! Since an organization
and its suppliers are interdependent, therefore a mutually beneficial relationship between them increases the
ability of both to add value as the result of their mutual relations among their customers. Also, the workers
should always alert and active in every rides that they have to watch out. Writing  Review  Quality
Management Systems 2 pages maximum a. James Hospital after sustaining injuries from the fall. Interview 8
20 hours  Arranging 16 8 hours 


